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Tape Side 1.

need for you to give me your name the

date and place of where you were born.

My name is Joseph Eisen. was born in

10 Poland city BielskoBiala. The date was 16th of

11 November 1923.

12 Now can you please tell me what happened to

13 you during the war

14 During the war-- would like to start how

15 it came before the war too.

16 Thats fine. If youd like to start before

17 the war well start there.

18 Yes. What want to point out is that

19 never was with the Naxis even one day under the Nazi

20 occupation. Never lived. left. run away

21 obviously before the Nazis invaded-before the German

22 army invaded our city. But what want to point out is

23 why Jewish people didnt run away. Only very few run

24 away. And then will tell you also the way run away

25 and how much had my how to say my--the will to run
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away. And forced This is story where forced

my parents to run away. forced many members of my

family to run away but through the time when we run

away to 18 days so left one part of the family.

They say We not going any more. Then the second

part We not going any more.

And then and my parents run away with my

brother. And also must point out that my mother

especially my mother was very much against the run

10 away. Why Because she and mostly the Jewish people

11 dont want to believe that Hitler will kill all the

12 Jews. myself had no doubt that Hitler will kill the

13 Jews. Why Because was born in city where lived

14 many Germans. It was before the Second World War-

15 before the First World War it belonged to

16 AustrianHungarian monarchy.

17 So had friends. went in the German

18 school even the first four elementary classes went

19 to the German school. And had friends German. And

20 they were already Nazis you know when start grow

21 up so had no doubt that they will kill us.

22 Also you must know that belonged to

23 different generation different Jewish generation like

24 my father because got different--how to say--I grow

25 up in different environment than the gØneration
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before. And you know for example my parents they

were Jewish peoplehow to say--Orthodox people. But

not. already belonged to the Zionist organization

and sport organization. played soccer. box. And

all these things were very strange for the generation

of my father. Inaudible. And my father had lot of

trouble with me because of that. You know this is the

whole story.

So finally to go back so yeah know

10 when we played soccer against Germanyou know our

11 team and the German team or when boxed so it was

12 not sport it was you know we the Jewish and they

13 the Germans the Nazis. So it had complete different

14 meaning for us.

15 Also it was very- cannot understand

16 until today all the people not only the Jewish people

17 but even the Polesnobody believed us the army and

18 Hitler. We say Hitler will have the power to fight

19 Poland have the power to go into war and he can stay

20 long time. Nobody believed in that. But do

21 believe. And not only believe was sure he will

22 invade Poland and he will kill the Jews. And there

23 isit will be no resistance. Why was sure Because

24 start to read the newspaper and watch him. When

25 Hitler came to the power was only ten years old.
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was born 1923 and Hitler came to the power 1933 ten

years but already start to read mythe newspapers

before was ten years remember. And watch all

this development how he came and what he did. And

watch how he came to the power and he invaded part

of French inaudible. He invaded Austria. He invaded

Su-den-tin and nobody stopped him. And so have no

doubt that he will win. The first thing hope that

he will finally lose the war but it cost too many

10 victims too many how to say too many victims. So

11 have no doubt about that.

12 Then it was also the political situation

13 was before the war after he invaded Austria so the

14 Russians started to want to make an agreement with the

15 Polish government to let-because Russian has no border

16 with the Czechoslovakiato let the Russian army to

17 help the Czechoslovakian army because Czechoslovakia

18 was much more of country than Poland but they were

19 much more developed technically more. And the

20 Russians want to help the Czechoslovakia but the Poles

21 dont want to give them the corridor to go and to help

22 and to fight the Germans.

23 Then in 1938 after Hitler invaded

24 Suden-tin you know the Chamberlain you know this

25 they give him and all thisso the Poles make an
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agreement with Germany and took apart the less part of

the Czechoslovakia. And Poland took small part.

They call it the Olzjen Polish. And the Germans took

three-quarter of the Czechoslovakia.

So that date-I dont remember the date but

remember it was Saturday because we had farm next

to the city. And in order the milk will be kosher

Jews have to be assistant when you how to say-

Milk the cow

10 The cow yeah. So have to be. So was

11 there and when go home on the way heard speaking

12 out from small-it was small story. And the Polish

13 general gave the order to the Polish army to cross the

14 border of Czechoslovakia. So came home. It was

15 Staurday. And told my parents to sell all the

16 property and to run away. So they say to me You are

17 crazy to left the property and everything and where to

18 go.

19 You also have to know that my parents after

20 they married they settled and they bought farm

21 big farm Aftenvolfe it was. And this after the

22 First World War it belonged to the Russians. They run

23 away and they left everything and they settled on the

24 other side of the border from Poland next to the

25 Czechoslovakia and German border. So now after 20
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years and they succeed again at the house and have the

farm everything they have to left again.

So they say No. You want to go you go.

Were not going. Were not leaving.

But told them If you want or not you

have to go because Hitler will invade Poland and he

will kill the Jews. But nobody want to hear about

that. And was only 15 years old so you know

crazy young boy. And that also one of the reasons that

10 was always in my mind be it very very strong in my

11 mind was-I think it was in the winter 36 or

12 beginning 37 it came in our cityZeth

13 Shabowtinski was the leader of the Revisionistic

14 party. Even wasnt Revisionist but went and

15 heard him speaking. was 13 years old only. And

16 remember very well on the end of his speech he say

17 Jewish people advise you to run away. How long

18 its time. It will came the time you will run away

19 but you will not have the possibility to run away. So

20 say run awayI dont know the English word how to

21 use

22 Give me the Yiddish word and we will have

23 someone translate it.

24 Eevoo-nik antroifs. You understand Run

25 away. But nobody run. And what want to point out
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this city where was born in were industrial city

textile industry. And the most of the manufactorys

were Jewish and German. only remember one Pole there

in Poland there was the owner of one of them. All

were Jewish and German. There were lot of Jewish

vice people with practice. And they know about the

history you know about the history from Russia from

Petlura about the pogroms that when it many time it

came before pesssah. They made pogroms against

10 Jewish because they say that Jewish peopleJews

11 blocked from children from Christian children. And

12 this was our how to sayit was the reason to kill

13 Jewish to rob the Jewish.

14 remember one time it was in our city was

15 pogrom. And asked my father Look there is so

16 many Poles why they dont kill all the Jewish

17 Theres no problem for them to kill.

18 So he told me Look they want to rob how

19 much they can but they dont want to kill all Jews

20 because they need to have Jews. Sometimes the

21 government you know when the people say against the

22 government not good times economic or something so

23 they say Its always because the Jewsthe Jews. If

24 they want the Jewish capitalists then they show you

25 Jewish capitalists.
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Then it came times they say the Jews

communists so they kill. But we had Jews capitalists.

We had Jewish some communists. They always point out

you know there is no every Jew is capitalist every

Jew is communist. Its like every other nations. But

that was the way the government in Europe worked

always in the Russian in German in Polish

government and Rumanian. Only the itmes it depends

on time but the same system the same pogroms

10 everywhere.

11 So what want Yeah and that what was

12 very amazed that such city where there were lot of

13 very rich Jewish people they dont run away. They

14 dont send out the money. Only was one family and the

15 family is Deutch but they were Jewish people. They

16 were three brothers. They were very very rich people.

17 And after In 1938 that told you after Poland

18 invaded Czechoslovakia they took out six million

19 dont know dollar or Polish lautia dont

20 remember to England and they run away. And they left

21 all their property that was worth hundred times more

22 than they took out. It was only one one family in

23 city where you had thousands of Jewish very rich

24 people but they dont left dont run away.

25 dont understand until today why in this
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experience what they have because also know that so

they know better than know. was much younger then.

But thats the fact. So thats alsothats the reason

why know that Hitler will kill because of the past

history.

And the world war broke out on Friday six

oclock in the morning on September 1939. And

September 2nd 1939 the second day of the war the

Polish army already go back from the front. We lived

10 only thirty miles from the border from Czechoslovakia

11 but this town was lets say sixty because the Poles

12 take inaudible little more. dont know. Sixty

13 or seventy. Not much. Kilometers less than.

14 So on the second day saw the whole Polish

15 Army go back and back. And Saturday afternoon stood

16 with my cousin on the street. And we give them

17 cigarettes to the Polish soldiers. And one of the

18 soldiers asked me Tell me. How far away is from here

19 to Krakow Krakow was the big city. So told him

20 Not far away. Its 80 kilometers. But in Poland 80

21 kilometers is big distance you know because Poland

22 is not United States.

23 And say to my cousin Look stay here in

24 BialaBielsko and he ask me about Krakow. And all

25 the people talk We livedaround our city was
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mountains were mountains Carpathians Mountains so

all the people say the German Army-the Polish Army did

not let to cross the German Army over the mountains.

And suddenly he asked me where is Krakow you know. So

came home and say to my family We have to run

away.

And finally forced my mother and my

younger brother to run away with my cousins from the

farm. We had the farm told you before next to the

10 city. And it was Saturday in the eveningafternoon

11 evening--the second day of the war. And and my

12 father will stay and watch the property you know

13 because we didnt believe that the Germans will invade

14 our city. What we was afraid that it will be struggle

15 between the armies and this so we sent them away.

16 But do believe that but also was under

17 the influence from the family. remember came to

18 my uncle and told him You have to run away. And

19 he run away finally with my cousins and with my mother

20 my brother. But his wife told me You cant because

21 was very aggressive. say You have to run away.

22 So remember my aunt told to me Joseph

23 you want you can kill me. Im not leaving my home.

24 That was danger.

25 Let me ask you something. Can you tell me
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just to make everything in the story clear how many

people are in your family at this time and who they

are what their names are and who the relatives are

so we have all the characters in the story

Yeah will give you the names from my

family but who left from them

Yes. Just tell me everyone whos involved

in this story. Your mother-

In this story my parents of course. Now

10 about this story what telling you there is my

11 cousin. They live in Israel in Tel Aviv-Hannah

12 Show-lah-vichand her brother Israel Eisen my

13 brother also is Marcus Eisen inaudible. And about

14 this story also know cousins of my cousins from other

15 side. The name of them is Goidwassa Blanca Goldwassa

16 and Hans Goidwassa. They know about this story.

17 These people they know us and other things

18 about but about this story there is lot of people

19 they know and they can confirm that yeah.

20 So you stayed and watched the property with

21 your father. For how long

22 Until September 3rd in the morning that was.

23 And also inaudible because we lived in the city.

24 And when my mother go out and the rest of the family

25 so and my father went to the farm to stay at the
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farm because we were afraid in the city will be

fighting or they send bombs on the city so its more

safe to stay on the farm.

And when we came on the farm by night it

came Polish military run back already from the front

and they run that time on horses. You know the Polish

Army was very primitive. If you compare to the German

Army was very primitive the Polish are. And they

came on horses and with wheels with ammunition yes.

10 And because you have the farms they came and we gave

11 them food for the horses. And they have to rest and

12 they told they will lie down.

13 And Iafter we helped them we give them

14 food for the horses and for the soldiers so stood

15 with few of the soldiers. stood in the yard. And

16 sudderly over our heads it waswe called this

17 machine goo-rah you know using his mouth to make

18 buzzing noises yeah. So the Polish soldiersit was

19 only the second day of the war eveningwere so

20 afraid they left the fields with the ammunition. They

21 leave the horses with all the stuff you know the

22 saddles everything and run away. And and my

23 parents and the workers from the farm we went to the

24 basement. We had basement. We went to the basement

25 because we already were sure the German Army invaded.
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But after hour or two dont know exactly how long we

stood there so go out because see there is

nothing and no fighting. We didnt hear nothing so we

were out and we heard from far away we heard the

fighting but not there.

So it turned out what told you it was

city where lived many Germans. The Germans that lived

in this city they saw the Polish soldiers there. They

had already weapons and they shot of us yeah. Thats

10 the fact. We say the five columnyou know the fifth

11 column not the army. The army was outside the city.

12 And in the morning say to my father-I

13 saw all the soldiers everything go back the army go

14 backI say We have to run away. But we had the

15 farm but we have no our horses any more and anything

16 because the Polish Army took them to carry the

17 ammunition. So took all the horses with the saddles

18 took them in lane and took the workers from the farm

19 and we go on the main street highway. And put our

20 stuff and all the wheels with ammunition and go out of

21 the highway and to go run away. have here map.

22 will show you the map where we run away. And when we

23 came to the highway the Polish soldiers-it was two

24 feet. You know the soldiers goa lot of soldiers

25 feet They didnt have cars
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On foot.

On foot yeah on foot. Right. So they

took the horses that was with the saddles they took

and they go. But the wheels with the ammunition--

Do you mean wagons

Yeah wagons. Yeah wagons with the

ammunition that the horses carried the wagons so they

left us because it was to slowly for them. And we go

with few-with these wagons and horses my father and

10 and the workerssome of the workers.

11 How many workers

12 It go for us two families yeah. And this

13 was remember two young boys they dont belong to

14 the family.

15 Were they Jewish

16 No no no no. They were Polish. And so

17 we go to 18 kilometers and there was river. And

18 remember we crossed the river at the last moment

19 because the armythe German Army go you know always

20 after us. And after they crossed the river they

21 springed--they springed the bridge. How you say

22 They pulled up the drawbridge

23 Yeah yeah.

24 Were you aware that the Germans were behind

25 you all the time
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Sure sure. You have to know that. tell

you we run away but when we drove on the way so all

the time where the

Interviewer is commenting to someone else

in the room about making more contact Mr. Eisen being

more animated getting the microphone close to him.

So what Im saying we run away. It wasnt

so easy because all the time the airplane from the

Germans they bombard the way. And we-- It was many

10 deaths and disabled. And the way was not--you cannot

11 drive-you go and you drive because many times you

12 stopped. You go over horses. You go over people.

13 There were people dead along the way-along

14 the highway

15 Sure sure of course. Its not

16 What is the name of the road Does it have

17 name

18 The road is-- This was the highway you

19 know. Poland was not so well developed at that time.

20 And that was the main road.

21 The main road from-

22 From BialaBielsko it was to Krakow. It

23 was Wadowice Kety KalVaaria all the-I will name

24 you all the

25 Okay. So here you are and youre
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Its long story. This is how ran away.

So when we came to this city and we crossed the river

then came Polish Army and took me away. They saw

have wheels with ammunition so they took everything

away from us. And was now We had our wagon. We

put also one of thewe connected our wagon to the

wagon from the military from this stuff things. So

when we came to this cityit was Kety called Kety

and the military took away the ammunition and the

10 horses. So stood with the wagon with things with

11 clothes and with suitcase but cannot go any more.

12 Now my father was disabled of one foot.

13 He Its also whole story. So he cannot walk so far

14 away. He cannot run on foot. bought In Poland

15 was--the people they lived around the city they

16 brought milk to the city. And they brought this with

17 smal wagonsI dont know how you call themsmall

18 wagons and they carried by themselves.

19 handcart

20 Yeah. And bought such handcart and put

21 in one suitcase. And dont know beckkavant we

22 say. You know from-took from inaudible.

23 Person in back of room Feathers-

24 Feathers

25 Feathers. Without this Im not going so
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we put this in the suitcase. And told you we had

two boys that they run away so paid them because

they dont want to run away any more. Two families

also we came to Kety to this. They say We not

running away any more. They not Jewish. They dont

have to be afraid so they say We not running away.

We stay here. And cannot left my father so took

this handwagon and paid the two boys. And they

helped me to carry my father and the suitcase and we

10 go.

11 So your father was sitting in the handcart

12 In the handcart right.

13 How old was your father

14 My father was old- It was in 39. He was

15 born in 87-52 years old yeah. But he cannot run

16 away. So we go day and night and we came to

17 Kalvaaria. Its Polish small city Kalvaaria. It

18 on hill. The citys on hill. And when we arrived

19 on this hill it came 24 airplanes German airplanes

20 to bombard you know to make the bombard of the Polish

21 people. And all the people run away. You know you

22 cant imagine. It was in Poland the citiesthe small

23 even-the big cities they build such fortyou have

24 big fort and then you have streets around. But that

25 time the people were concentrated because tens of
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thousands hundreds of thousands of refugees there. So

when they bombed you have thousands of casualties.

And the people run away and everything. And also we

run away in one

End of Tape Side 1.

Tape Side 2.

but less west than our city. So that was

the destination. We never got there. Thats another

thing. So we go on the direction to KrakowKrakow.

10 And interesting after we left the city and to go with

11 our horses dont remember it was half day or

12 day we met my mother with my brother with the whole

13 family that ran away one day before us. Yeah. So we

14 were much faster than they were. And so we go together

15 and to go to Krakow. But before Krakow is small

16 city. Its like one city divided by theby the river

17 Vish-ua but one part is Jewish phrase is Krakow.

18 So in Pakuusah we arrived by night. dont know if

19 it was 11 or 12 oclock by night. And in this city

20 lived cousin of mine. And what the two brothers and

21 one sister go with us together. And they know the

22 place where their sister live but they were so how to

23 say not

24 Confused

25 excited and confused that they didnt
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recognize. But when go see the houses. say

Here live Hannah. Huh Oh and we goor we stopped

and we go in you know. The time of war or fighting or

fearfear so we go in. And they all say We not

going more. We stop here.

All of your cousins said they didnt want--

All of the cousins with wives and with

children and yes theyre not going. They stop and

they would stay here.

10 Was there fighting going on in that town

11 Pardon

12 Was there fighting in that town

13 Already the German army was around the town

14 not in the town but around the town. So have to

15 again fight with this family. And theythey succeed

16 not I. They start-- But and my parents and my

17 brother-I force again my parents to leave. We sleep

18 until-there until morning we sleep. And forced

19 them to leave. And with us came-I had two cousins

20 two brothers they were two brothers. So one brother

21 with his wife and with one child stay in this

22 Pakuusah. The other brotherthe other cousin with

23 his wife and two children go with us. They had

24 separate wagon and separate horses but they go with

25 us.
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So now you have yourself your mother your

father

And brother.

-your brother

Right.

And then the cousins

Yeah. Not name Eisen his wife Hannah

Eisen and his children. Sonya was girl little

girl at that timethreeyearold and Israel Eisen.

10 He was about one year old.

11 So its about 10 people. Thats lot of

12 people.

13 Yeah. Nine people yeah. But we left in

14 two wagons with two pair of horses. And what happened

15 is when we came on the end of Krakow-we go through

16 Krakow. And when we came off the end one wheel broke

17 from the wagon. And that was the first time in my life

18 that steal wheel from someone else yeah. go--

19 Its morning early in the morning. Inaudible. So

20 it was big houses like here you know four-- And

21 someone told me Go in this house. There is wheel.

22 Take it away. So thats what did. took off this

23 wheel and put this on my wagon and we drove. And so

24 we arrived in city Dabrowa. This is after Tarnow.

25 We wanted to go to Tarnow but the German army already
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go from this side and we cannot go so we go around

the town and we arrived Dabrowa.

In Dabrowa is my grandmother. The mother of

my mother is buried there. So my father go Yiddish

phrase. It mean you go to pray at the-at the grave

of his mother.

And we settled there you know. We always-

always on the way when we run away one day we say

Okay the German--finally they would stop the German

10 and we will rest little because we rode by day and

11 by night you know. So we say Okay Dabrowa we

12 would stay more. And hopefully the Polish army

13 because Poland had-Poland had an agreement with

14 England and French that they were supposed to help

15 Poland in case that Hitler will attack Poland. But

16 they only held Poland for two hours. They declared on

17 the third day of the war they declared war but they

18 did nothing and they had no power to do nothing.

19 So but the people in Poland hoped that they

20 will dothey will fight and they will help Poland.

21 They had the illusion but it was only an illusion

22 nothing more. So when we came to Dabrowa- So the

23 illusion from my parents and cousins was that we will

24 stay there. And you know the Jewish people wherever

25 you came opened the door for you and gave you--and we
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were by Jewish family and ate and rest and sleep.

My father went to this cemetary for Yiddish phrase.

And went to the market-you know this is the

centerand saw that all the time the Polish military

go away go back. They are not going to the front

they are running away.

They are retreating

Yeah. And on corner there stood group

of Polish officers. And was young boy you know.

10 And it was already night-I dont know8 oclock by

11 night. It was dark. Soand they spoke and hear

12 what they spoke. And they spoke that the Polish army

13 is already broken and they have run away. And stood

14 with them few minutes. They didnt recognize--they

15 were afraid you know. They were confused. And

16 finally when they saw me they thought that Im spy

17 because there are many spies there. So one officer he

18 put the you know the battery and put me in the eye.

19 He took his gun

20 No no no no. Not gun. battery-

21 flashlight

22 Yeah. By night you take a-

23 Flashlight flashlight.

24 Yeah. Flashlight

25 Flashlight.
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Yeah. And he put in my eyes. He want to

see me. But wasnt afraid. He asked me Who are

you And show him my documents and things. But

they were so afraid. You cannot imagine how they were

afraid. But they saw that Im not spy because all

mybefore this war started my mother made everyone

inaudible-on the neck she put like sock

small sock. How you call that

It I.D. identification.

10 Yeah but not only- She put such a--not

11 only identification. She put money. We had money

12 inside and identification.

13 Uhhuh. Like little purse

14 Yeah. So when they ask me Who are you

15 could tell them so they see that Im not spy. They

16 let me go but they was so afraid you know. saw and

17 heard what they spoke that the Polish army doesnt

18 exist anymore the front is broken all along and this.

19 So came back and say We have to run away. So my

20 mother and mythe wife of my cousin remember-and

21 can never forget this because these two cousins my

22 father-my parents grow them up. Their father the

23 brother of my father their father he died. So my

24 father took them and grow-

25 And raised them
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Raised them yeah. And they were like

brothers and we were very very close. So they have

two children. laughed very much at the small

children and this. And remember this wife she lie

in the bed and there was hunger. And say We have

to run away. He say inaudible sick. Im not

going. have no power any more. Im tired. They

will kill me not kill me. Im not going.

So tell you they will kill you. Now you

10 dont have power but when the Nazi will come you will

11 have power. They will hit you. They will hurt you.

12 So come

13 So do whatever you want. Im not going.

14 And unfortunately forgot to tell you with

15 the cousin and his wife also run away brotherinlaw

16 of this wife of the wife. And at that time you know

17 were many people-they want to run away. They dont

18 have cars like-and they dont gasoline. The cars was

19 nothing but horses so they pay. Our familythey

20 paid them lot of money and they give them the

21 horsesand he drove with the horses. And he was

22 supposed to come back later to take them. So can

23 you see-we dont have horses anymore. didnt know

24 that. When was in the market told you so at that

25 time they rented out the horses and you know in such
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time. Yeah. So tell him Okay you will go with

us.

No she is not going.

Until today Im not guilty but have

feeling from guilt that left them that agreed to

left them. didnt fight enough to take them-to

force them to run away. And never saw them. And

then force my parents to run away but left them.

was 16 years old and they dont want to go but

10 have the feeling if possible if would fight and

11 took them would take them. So never saw them.

12 And we drove away the way all the time.

13 Now we drove also not on the highways because the

14 highways--the highways were not good to inaudible

15 too but were full of miltary people. We drove on

16 sandways and around and it was very heavy but we-I

17 go all the time on feet to make easier for

18 You walked

19 Yeah to walk.

20 Where were you going

21 We going to- We want at that time after we

22 left DabrowaI will show you the map. We already want

23 to go. We showed there is rio way. We have to go to

24 the Russian border. There is no other way to go.

25 So thats northeast right
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Yeah. East east. Yeah. It was not east

but we went to eastmore east because we wantedit

was easier to go to Rumania but the German army came

from the Carpathians mountains and so we have no

way. The only way was only to go to Latvia you know.

Latvia

That way or to the Soviet Union to Russia

so we go on the direction to Russia. But yeah we go

in the direction to Russia but we hoped--the people

10 hoped you know It was not we go it was hundreds of

11 thousands of refugees on the way.

12 The road was full of refugees

13 Full of Jewish andbut Poles is what was

14 really amazed at. The Poles also ran away yeah. And

15 will say and want to point out it was lot for

16 the refugees ran away that the Poles themselves were

17 very afraid of the Germans and they too ran away.

18 lot ofhundreds of thousands ran away. Otherwise

19 think they would kill the Jewish on the way when

20 theyre on their way. You understand

21 Who would have killed the Jews

22 The Poles. The Poles were very much

23 antiSemitic in Poland at that time.

24 And they did not kill the Jews who were

25 running away with them
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Mo. They didnt care about the Jews. They

were afraid so they ran away. But the Jewish also run

away and they do nothing to the Jewish because they

were themselves in fear and they dont took care of

the Jewish.

They were so wrapped up in their own

emotions that they didnt have time to think about how

much they didnt want to like to be with the Jews

Exactly. So that was also that want to

10 point out yeah. And finally we arrived inI have to

11 look on the map. forgot the name. Kras-nostof

12 yeah. It was Yom Kippur early Yoni Kippur on the eve

13 of Yom Kippur. And we came again with the hope that

14 here we will stay and we got food for us and for the

15 horses. And again Jewish family took us in and give

16 us the room and everything. And we celebrate the first

17 day of Rosh Hashanah in this city together with the

18 Jewish people from the city and then we go to sleep

19 and we slept. In the morning dont know about five

20 oclock the owner the Jewish from this house woke us

21 up and say Look the Germans they-

22 Are advancing The Germans are advancing

23 Theyre coming forward

24 Yes. To the city. So we ran away so far

25 away because Krasnostof is far away from our city.
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So if you want to run away run away. If you want to

stay you can stay with us but have to tell you.

So decided because have to tellthe whole time

that we run away was the one that decided. was

the one that forced it even was only 16 years old

yes. And we ran away. We start again again.

And although it was lot of trouble many

times we-it was the bombardment and people were

killed around us and horses and everything. It was

10 very very terrible time. Sometimes it was very very

11 very bad. And we continued until we came on the 18th

12 day to Rove-no. It was city not far away from the

13 Russian border think about 50 or 60 kilometer from

14 the Russian border. Before we arrived to the city it

15 was in morning so it was calm. It was no

16 bombardment nothing you know unusual because every

17 day in the morning we had the airplanes and the

18 bombardments and the shots and everything. And so on

19 the 18th day it was calm nothing. Oh what happened

20 We didnt know. It was very good you know. So it

21 came Soviet airplanes and they throw such leafshow

22 do you say

23 Pamphlets

24 Yeah. They wrote down The war is end.

25 Now we go and we invade this part-- They say not
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invade because they-theyre free this part. They

came to free the part.

To liberate.

To liberate the part.

So there were leaflets dropped from the

airplanes-

Yes from the Soviets.

-that said to you- From Soviets

Yeah that everybody have to go home. The

10 war is finished and everybody have to go to his home.

11 So now what to do We far away from-our home is on

12 the border from the German in the west and now we

13 already on the east side of Poland on the border of

14 the Soviet Union. So what to do

15 And we decided and also under the

16 pressure of my mothermy father wasnt so much to go

17 back. He wasnt-he was more afraid like my mother

18 you know to go back. He believed that the German will

19 kill and this but my mother didnt believe at all.

20 Yeah. will tell you this is very good reason.

21 want to tell you in the beginning but you started

22 this. Okay. So why this all happen Why did Jewish

23 people dont want to believe so will tell you later

24 about that. want to tell before but will tell you

25 later.
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So finally after we rest and we ate

breakfast we started to go back and we go back. So

back you have to understand it mean back under the

oppression from Hitler back under the oppression.

That is back home where our home was. And after few

kilometerwe go back on the roadwe met group of

Jewish-Jewish soldier. They were Polish soldier but

Jewish people. They were all doctors yeah because

Poles dont let the Jewish people go officers. You

10 cannot get an officer in the Polish army. Only the

1. doctors they took because they need some. And then so

12 we go home. My father the inaudible-with beard

13 today is fashion. Everybody go with beard.

14 beard

15 beard. But at that time in Poland if you

16 go with beard you say youre Jewish. This is the

17 symbol that youre Jewish you know. So they saw we go

18 back and also they see Jewish. And they ask me

19 Where are you going

20 And say Home.

21 And they say Home Where are you from

22 tell you from BielskoBiala

23 They say You have home What you tell

24 me What home you have You go to Hitler You

25 crazy They ask my father Where are you going
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That moment when this Jewish doctor

soldiers-Polish told to me Where are you going

Where is your home took the wagon and the horses

and turn them around and back to Roveno in the

direction from the Soviet Union. And took the

doctors on the wagon because they go with broken you

know with swollen feet.

Feet.

Feet yeah. So took them yeah yeah.

10 Thats the truth inaudible. Thats the fact and the

1. life. And so we arrived to Roveno. In this Roveno

12 we also stay by Jewish family. They rent us room

13 and we stayed there for few weeks.

14 By this time its October right October

15 That wasno. It was September lets say

16 19 or 20 something like that. That was the day

17 because September 18 day means it was September 18th

18 when the Russians cross. So we arrived to Roveno on

19 the next day or two days something like that 19 or 20

20 September in 1939. And there we settled for few

21 weeks.

22 But want to say interesting my parents

23 were very much afraid to go to Russia. It was for them

24 like the devil you know because told you they ran

25 away from the Russia after the first World War and
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they left. And for them the Russia was much more

worser than Hitler. Yeah. And told them What are

you telling Russia will not kill me. It will be hard

time. will work but they will not kill me. But

Hitler will kill me.

And want also to point out one point.

After Hitler came to the power in Germany if some

German kill Jewish there is no penalty for it. But

if you kill dog its penalty. If you hit horse

10 there is penalty. But for hitting Jewish for

11 killing Jewish there is no penalty. So told my

12 parents Where do you want to go
13 Im not going to Russia.

14 The Russians will not kill me. You already

15 lost your property your farm your house already

16 left. You dont have any more so they will not take

17 you away anymore. So what you afraid

18 And we stood there and then you know my

19 father was a-I remember when the Russian army came in.

20 And the horses were not beautiful and the people. And

21 when the army came in when they see you have watch

22 which it was for them how to say dont know if you

23 got now time inaudible for half million dollars

24 something watch they want to buy and food they

25 bought. And my father said Look. In Yiddish you
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say Yiddish phrase. My fatherit mean These

people they have no food nothing. Where do you want

to go What To me my father You are

capitalist and you dont understand and you see

everything inaudible so what you tell me They

tired from the way. start to protect them you

know. And he said You dont understand. Look at

them. Look they see food. The food-they cut the

meat. He say You are capitalist. dont want

will speak with you.

So you and you father argued between

Yeah. Oh very much. argued with my

father very much you know because looked different

way. He looked that they take him away you know.

They took him big family so he was angry of them.

You understand And for me the money the propertyI

was 16. It had not the meaning at all. throw it

away. The life was important. And for him it was his

whole life his work. So you know he washe dont

like them. He was an enemy of them you understand

So had big arguments with my father about them.

So finally after few weeks we stayed in

Roveno we go back to Lenburg and Rolfe. Its big

city and because mostly of the refugees concentrated

in this city and around Rolfe the city. Now in this
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city we had you knowwe were looking for making

living. We had the horses we had the wagon. And

find work for the horses. There were manufactories.

They make vodka. How you call this

Vodka

Vodka yeah. Liquor. Manufactured alcohol.

Yeah. Thats fine.

Yeah.

Distillery

Not stillery.

Distillery

Oh yeah. Distillery. And we work and make

good money. And we stay there and every day we listen

to the radio and everywhere we look at the newspapers

when the Hitler army will got broken. But the Hitler

army didnt go broken. They invade French and you

know it was suchhow to saythe people were 1000

percent sure French that time had defense line.

They call this Maginot line. But German will not go

there. They go around. They go to Belgium. They

broke everything. They go. They didnt fight you

know they dont have to fight. There were no really

resistance no really. And they came toin 1940 they

invade Paris and Hitler spoke from Paris. So that was

the fact. That was the tragic bitter fact. Now in
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Lenburg--its called Lenburg. In the Jewish language

you say Lenberg. In German Lundberg. In Polish

Rolfe. In Russian you say Volfe yeah.

The Russians occupied Poland

No. Russian liberated the Ukraine the

coast. Now want to explain you. In 1939 think

it was in Oogost. It was the unfainous agreement

between Rebentrop and Molotov is the German and

And in this agreement they decided to divide Poland.

The bigger part of Poland took the Germany and the

smaller part next to Russia they call us Zapparnah

Ukraine. It mean the worst Ukraine the worst

Ukraine. This part belonged to Russia. The Russian

invaded. They say they liberated it. Yeah its

different. So they liberate this or invade it. In my

judgement they invaded it yeah.

So now most the refugees the Jewish and

Polish but mostly were Jewish refugees. The Polish

refugees after the war stopped went back to the

homes most of the Polish refugees. Only

intelligentsia the Polish intelligentsia the Polish

military officers-they were afraid to go back to

Germany so they also stayed until the Russian

occupation in the Zappar-nah Ukraine they call it.

And in that time from 39 until 401940I
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dont know in the summer either it was July 30 or

August 30 when they took us out to the camp. dont

remember exactly. It was the last day of the month

but dont know if it was July or August.

So it began you know Jewish families were

diVided. The husbands ran away the children and

things so all they look to go together. Many people

go back-Jewish people. speaking mostly about

Jewish go back to Germany becauseto Poland but it

was under the German occupation. And they go back to

the wives to the children. Many go back and brought

the wives and the children. Then it was with money

smuggled with inaudible and with people and the

difference of money in dollars you know all the kinds

of things.

And the Russian government wanted to settle

these people. It was about over half million Jewish

and Polish refugees. And they wanted to settle them

and to take them to Russia to give them work and to

give them house to settle in. So but all the

refugees 99 percent refused. Why Because they were

afraid if they go to Russia they would become Russian

citizens. And everybody hoped the war will finally end

and Hitler would lose the war that we will go back-

everybody will go back to his home. And if they will
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became Soviet citizens they cannot go back. So there

was very fewI dont know if even percent went to

Russia. And these people these refugees there were

like told you about 600000 and mostly they were

concentrated in Rolfe Lenburg. So the Russian decided

to solve the problem. And one day they make--they give

announcement that this night they will make like its

war

End of tape one side two.

Tape two side one.

So when the Russian government saw they

cannot solve the problems of the refugeesnobody wants

to go to Russia-so they say one day they make the

blackout. No light nobody on the street everybody

has to sit at his home. Oh excuse me theres one

more thing.

They made registration. Who wants to go

back to Germany can register and can go legally back to

Germany dont have to smuggle through the borders and

you can go back legally to Germany.

This is for Jews

For all the people there for all the Polish

citizens that they were refugees you know from this

side of Poland. So all the Jewish people including my

parents without my knowledge registered to go back to
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Germany to Hitlers Germany in 1940.

Your parents registered

Yes. And including all the Jewish all the

Jewish and including my parents.

Your brother

My brother was little boy. What the

parents did so he too have to go. So when the

Russian government saw that these Jewish people-

want to point out dont know exactly but what

10 hear it was about between 400 and 500 thousand Jewish

11 people refugees in this area leave. So they all all

12 dont know very littlethat they didnt register to

13 go back registered to go back to Poland to the homes.

14 But they dont have homes and they Loo-zone including

15 my parents. So the response of the Soviet government

16 was that they say one day they black out. You dont

17 have to go out nobody. And that night--but dont

18 remember if it was 3rd of July or 3rd of August 1940

19 they took half million refugees out to the camps to

20 Siberia to inaudible. And that was the luck of the

21 Jewish people that they escaped and stayed alive.

22 This- This- What they took them out from this place

23 and took them to the camp to Siberia they escaped

24 Hitler. That was the luck.

25 Oh that was their luck
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Their luck. Why Because one year later

when Hitler invaded against the Soviet Union there was

no way to run away no way. And we all this half

million of Jewish these Polish refugees would stay in

this place and they would be killed. Possibly few

of them would be. So this what they took us to

Siberia and to suffer but this was the inaudible

moment. And want to point out that and even more

people we want always escape from the Germansfrom

10 the Nazis. And do everything to run away from the

11 Nazi. But the luck if wouldnt help me many times

12 we had also had luck.

13 You also had lot of luck

14 Yes. Its not only because wanted to go

15 and go and did do my best but the fact is that

16 also the circumstances and the luck helped us and that

17 we are alive is because they took us to Siberia.

18 So you went

19 Yes we went. We went and we are now alive.

20 No question about its true. But dont know how

21 many but tens of thousands Jewish people from Poland

22 the refugees died in Russia. They died for sickness

23 of typhus of hunger. And very hard-theres no

24 question about that. But dont know 80 percent or

25 85 percent escaped. And well thats good.
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The year when you went to Siberia

Pardon

What is the year

When they took us to- told you it was

1940 but dont remember if it was July 30 or August

30 but cant remember.

So you were taken in truck

No. They came with-- You know at that

time it wasnt cars. So they came with wagons with

10 horses. They caine by night. They knocked on the door.

11 Your family Eisen Come on. And inaudible with

12 soldiers with the bayonet you know and go. And they

13 put us on the railroad for the wagons that you put

14 cows horses such. Its not for persons. But you

15 know half million people to take one night so there

16 is no luxury no
17 One more that want to point out. When

18 they took us already they came by night that night

19 and they took us they put us to the railroad in the

20 wagons. So am under the influence mostly from my

21 mother run away from the wagons yes. And went to

22 the city because we had horses told you. And

23 make whole business in this city. II rented horses

24 from the farmers and rented the horses to the

25 railroad also. And make business out of it.
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You had livestock business

Yeah. Because have to make living so-I

was young and energetic so start business. And my

father too helped me but I--I went to work. And so

run away and cashed money. went to-- And had

luck in this where they made--in this manufactory

when they make the vodka. It was Jewish engineer.

His name was Sieden. dont remember the first name

but remember the family name was Sieden. He was an

10 engineer in the spirit manufactory.

11 And told him Look my parents already on

12 the inaudible. You owe me so much money. Give me

13 the money.

14 So he arranged me the money and he paid me

15 but not all the money but part of the money. And he

16 promised me when will write him where am that he

17 will send me the money. And he send me the money to

18 Siberia. Yes yes yes. This Siedenengineer Sieden

19 from Lenburg-VolfeI dont know if hes alive or not-

20 he sent the money to Siberia. And he send us packages

21 with food to Siberia. Yeah. Thats the truth.

22 And after got the money and went to the

23 railroadbecause there were two stations railroad

24 stations big city-and on the second railroad

25 made the business with the Russian officer. He was the
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manager but he was soldier dont know high

ranking. And paid him you know--

Bribery

Yes right. But he didnt want to give me

the money and he give- didnt receive one penny

from him one penny not. And this Jewish engineer

Sieden give me the money and sent me the money to

Siberia to Siberia and send us packages from his

money to Siberia.

10 And so yeah and came back. When got

11 the money brought the money and go back to the

12 railroad and have trouble to go back because they

13 not--dont let you out and they dont let you in. But

14 was sportsman and this and managed go in.

15 And brought the money.

16 And then my mother tell me Look we have

17 horses here. We have this and we have the apartment.

18 You go back. You will stay involved and you will help

19 us. You will send us money.

20 And was stupid enough and run away the

21 second time from the railroad in Volfe in Volfe yeah.

22 And run to the city. But came to the city and

23 go on the street and see what will happen if they

24 will catch me because They cant catch me you

25 know. The documents myIm refugee. have no
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right any more to live here. And if they catch me

theyllmy parents will be in different place and

will be in different place. And turned around and

turned what to do what to do. Finally go back to

the railroad where my parents. And it took me few

hours and almost left themlose them. But in the

last minute before the railroad go away find them

because it was many railroads. And they pushed this-

this whole transportthey push us far away.

10 Its long train

11 Yeah. But find them finally and then

12 didnt want to left. say What will happen will

13 happen to all of us. And they took us to Siberia. We

14 were in Siberia.

15 But now want also to point out at the

16 time you had nine months living in Volfe in Lenburg.

17 had cousin of mine and he was from Tarnow as

18 told you because lot of family from my fathers

19 side also from my mothers were from around the town

20 from Tarnow. So one of my cousins one day he came to

21 us and he say Hello. He go back. He was three

22 four years older than was about 20 years old at the

23 time he was.

24 So asked him Where are you going You

25 crazy What Where are you going
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What want to point out the mentality from

the people at that time it was saying that all the

refugees say it was one say want to lie down in

whole bed. It mean home. You have bed. Its

whole. Its not broken. But with broken head

because by the Germans they broke your head. So he

live in broken-with broken head in whole bed.

But in Russia if you stay you have whole head but

the bed is broken. You have nowhere to live. You

10 understand that-

11 Can you say this in Yiddish

12 Yeah. Speaks in Yiddish near middle of

13 tape.

14 You understand want to lie with whole

15 head on broken bed. And he went back. never saw

16 him again. But he wasnt the only one. Thousand tens

17 of thousand follow this idea this ill idea. But

18 thats the fact. So they took us to Siberia and we

19 were in the forest. We lived in the barrack. We call

20 this barrack. How you call it

21 Barracks

22 It was very big room. And you have beds

23 families childrens kinder wife but no room for

24 yourself. No such thing.

25 Everyone together
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Together sure. And we have to go to the

work to got the foods. We got food. But it was not

too much food. It was only on the talents. How you

call talents You get one kilogram bread. If you

want more

Rations

Rations yeah.

And who was giving you this food

The government supply it the government.

10 There were how you say such kitchen from the

11 government. You come in. There was soup in the

12 morning. You got soup. No eggs no butter no salad.

13 Such things doesnt exist. This only in the United

14 States. You were happy you had little bread if they

15 give you the soup that it wasnt water but it was

16 something in the soup too so you was very happy to

17 get it. And we worked but was young.

18 What kind of work

19 Cut the tree. Em asta holavis its

20 called in the Russian. If you are good worker you

21 make the norm. You have norm. For example you have

22 to cut three kubometer. make four get- Then

23 get pair of pants for the winter yeah. have to

24 pay for them for the money but even for the money

25 you cannot buy. Its difficult to understand.
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It was to have access to pair of pants to

even be able to buy pair of pants you had to have

worked hard and not everyone could buy them

In the Siberia where we lived in this camp

there wasnt store. You cant go buy. You helped in

the kitchen. But this was under the enkah-voday.

You know what is enkah-voday is This is special

police in the Soviet Union political you know

SPEAKER NKBD

10 Pardon

11 SPEAKER NKBD

12 Now they call this enkah-gahbay now. At

13 that time they changed the name. Now they call

14 enkah--kaybee but before--

15 Oh the KGB

16 En-kah-vo--day.

17 So the KGB is at that time was called the

18 NKWD.

19 Yiddish phrase. So that was that time

20 and they inaudible supply it so many pairs of pants

21 or pairs of food. And there was the least they give

22 you. Thats all. Finish. No story. Cannot. Its

23 good for you. You are not good. Thats your problem

24 not their problem.

25 So but it because-- We werent hungry. We
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werent hungry. We had bread. And had cousin in

Volfe. He send us packages and told you the

engineer Sieden and we had money. Also in this area

about ten fifteen kilometers far away lived people

that Soviet government took out. They were Kuwaki.

They were capitalists. It mean not good element not

Communist not good. And they were The government

of the Russia considered them for enemies and they

took them to Siberia. And they live but they were

10 free. For example when wanted to go to this

11 village have to go to the commandant and he give

12 me-allow that can go for. And have to be five

13 hours have to come back. But they were free. They

14 cannot go in another city. They cannot go far away.

15 But in this area they can turn around free. So these

16 people settled and they had houses and cow and

17 chickens and pigs. And we had clothes so we change.

18 go took shirts. got potatoes got butter.

19 You know we changed that.

20 You would exchange

21 Yeah. It was 15 kilometers have to go

22 and they give me So we werent hungry. had one

23 time in the night go because have to go after the

24 work. cannot goat the time at work it is not

25 allowed to go.
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To go to visit these people

Yeah. To visit to make-

To make your exchange

Yeah. One day in the winter made this

exchange. And when go home-- Where they lived--in

this village where they live the trees already were

cut. It was an open space. And suddenly it begun

like you have thunderstorm you know in Siberia

like here were in Texas or dont know. Very

10 strong. And was on the way far away from the

11 village and far away from the trees from thehow

12 you--

13 Forest

14 Forest yeah. From the forest. And the

15 snow you know if you go in the snow where the people

16 go its okay. But if you go on the side you fall

17 down on the side. So but know in the winter in

18 Siberia-or in the summer you cut the trees and you put

19 them in such inaudible you know five ten-

20 You stack them up

21 Yeah. In the summer is no way to take it

22 out from this- In the summer is no way to take it out

23 from the forest from these places only in the

24 because the ground there is like mute-

25 Mud mud
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Yeah mud. So its very difficult. If you

put on wagon lot of this the wagon go-

You cannot transport the trees in the

summer so you transport them in the winter so the

trees are all stacked up in the field

Right. And only in the winter when the snow

came they put water and they make the sleet- How

you say

Ice.

10 Ice but on the ice the people go skat-

11 Skating

12 Yeah. But this is big for inaudible you

13 know. And one horse if you give us inaudible if

14 you move it the first move so one horse take two big

15 wagons.

16 So you can send the horses sliding across

17 the ice

18 No. The horse You know you have two

19 lanes. They put like railroad but they put holes.

20 Inside is hole you know hole you see. Now they

21 put inside water here. It because ice and here

22 water

23 Oh and you put the horses on each side

24 Yeah. The horse go in the middle-

25 And so-
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One horse in the middle from the wagon.

snowway

Its an ice canal an ice canal.

Yeah. And they carry it underto the

railroad and then you took this away. So when it came

thisthis storm so was lets say in the east

side so know if go west have to came to this in

the forest and

Youll come to canal in the forest

10 To the canal right. And the canal will-

11 And the canal is road and you can follow

12 it

13 Yeah and can go yeah. So but it was

14 winter dont know lets say 30 or 35 garat. It

15 minus garats in winter minus--

16 Below zero

17 Below zero.

18 Very very cold.

19 Very cold. But my shirt was wet. Why

20 When go out of the road and go to snow came to

21 the forest and even the forest so the snow go with

22 one feet fall down until inaudible. It was not

23 far away few hundred meter but had on me you

24 know potatoes

25 Youre carrying your load from your
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exchange and youre up to your knees and up to your

thighs in the snow and your clothes are all wet

Right. And thats fact. Im not telling

you stories. And until caine to thisit called in

Russian its called la juncka. Until come to this

la junckahow you call this in English

Canal.

Canal right. So sit down and rest

lot because was very tired very tired and then

10 start to go home. And one moment took see

11 beer-a bear How you say

12 bird

13 Animal.

14 Abear.

15 bear yeah yeah. And stopped. What to

16 do Go on the tree or not but wasnt afraid. had

17 lot of courage. And finally see but know in

18 this area there is no bear. Bear

19 Bear.

20 Yeah. And think what can be And took

21 such pieces of food you know broken throw. want

22 to say it doesnt move. So finally start to go

23 closer and thought it have to be tree. If tree

24 dry and broke up you know it give you light by night.

25 So the fantasy because didnt saw ice but in my
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fantasy

You thought it was bear

fear that saw ice you know. But it

wasnt. And finally came home after yeah. And then

also want to point out that when it came in the

spring and the snow thaw--

Thaw.

-so they cannot bring food to this place

where we live. And peopleat that time people were

10 hungry very hungry. But we go and we took out from

11 the--away the snow. And it was grass and they cut the

12 grass. And we cut from the tree there isI dont

13 know in Englishthey have the outside of the tree is

14 like apple. You peel it. How you call this-

15 Bark

16 Yeah.

17 Bark.

18 Yeah white. dont know they call this

19 Bruuzoh-yah in Polish and Russian. How in English

20 dont know. And they took away around from this tree.

21 And people put this in their pan and-

22 Boiled it

23 Yeah. Eat.

24 Eat the bark of the tree

25 It was six week-very bad six week. Later
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they supplied us with-- It was six weeks but nobody

died. Nobody died because we had some how to say we

had some reserves. But they inaudible so one helped

each other.

How many people

think it was two points It was

together we had two barracks. It was dont know

300 people. And then the second point possible 500.

It was about dont know exactly between six and

10 eight hundred people together. But it was families

11 mostly families because what the Russians did the

12 single people they put in different camp only for

13 single people. And these places were for people with

14 families. They call this pahshowik in Russian. So

15 this littleand it was much better than for the single

16 people. It was better conditions easier. It was very

17 hard very difficult but it was much easier than for

18 the single people yeah.

19 And after 14 months--and it was on Sunday

20 because sleeped in that day so unusual thing so it

21 can only be on Sunday. And heard the newest camp it

22 was in June think June 21 in 1941 the German army

23 invadedattacked the Soviet Union and crossed the

24 border. So remember that was the day very happy day

25 for all of us because we know thats the beginning of
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1. the end of Hitler. Nobody believe that Hitler will

again invade Russia and the war will take so many

years because it took four more years. And nobody

believe at that time. We thought the Russia will broke

the German army in short time.

How did you hear about this

We hear it on radio think. We dont have

radio but the commandant you know he lived. So he

had such outside how you call--

10 loudspeaker

11 Yeah loudspeaker yeah. If you want make

12 some announcement so he announce that way. And

13 sometime there were holiday or something when the

14 people went or dance or celebrate so he put the music

15 that way. We dont have radio. And that was-he let

16 us know that the war broke out so we were happy. And

17 he was very confused why we so happy. And we explained

18 to him because we want to go home and we hope that the

19 Soviet army will broke the neck of the Russian sic

20 army. But it wasnt that easy you know at all.

21 And have here whole description of how

22 the war becomeI have stand if you will see will

23 show Its in the German language. speak German

24 and read German. Ino problem for me.

25 This is your-- Did you learn that in
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school

Pardon

To speak German did you learn that in

school

Yeah told you. My first four elementary

classes went to the German school. Yeah in my city

were lot of Germans. spoke German. And for me

its no problem yeah. So and then go myself

voluntarily to the army. wanted to go to the Polish

10 army yeah.

11 After Hitler invaded Russia dont know

12 how long it took two months about three months so

13 Poland had government in London. It was

14 government. It called from General Sikorski. And this

15 government of the Polish government in London was

16 government without country. And this government made

17 an agreement with the Russian government and all these

18 refugees that werewe were political internees. We

19 call this

20 Exile

21 Yeah. So we all get documents and we go

22 free. We can go wherever we want to go in the Soviet

23 Union. So we decided to go to Asia middle Asia

24 Karastan Usbekastan. Its middle Asia call it. It

25 the warmer part of the Soviet Union. There is warm
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because SiberiaSiberia was-

Your whole family decided after this accord

after this agreement with the governments that you

were given-that you were told about this and you all

decided to leave

Yeah. We got document. We free. We can

leave. And not only my family all the people from

this-all this seven or eight hundred people how many

were there. All- dont know possibly one

10 family

11 How long were you in Siberia How many

12 months

13 Fourteen months.

14 Fourteen. So after fourteen months you

15 go--

16 Yeah we went out. And we go towe settled

17 in Usbekastan. It called Usbekastan

18 Wait just turn it off and lets get

19 In Usbekastan we settled in Bor-nay. It

20 called smaller village Bornay. And we went to our

21 kolhorse. In Russia its our farm cooperative farm

22 yes. And we stayed there for more than one year. And

23 then dont like that kind of life yeah so went

24 back to this village. And get work in a--how you

25 call thiswarehouse warehouse from grain grain. You
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know all the kolhorse all the farmers they pay the

taxes in grain to the government. So worked in this.

But when we went out from Siberia in winter 1941 and

the beginning 42 yeah when we settled-

End of Tape two side one.

Tape two side two.

Moscowalso Moscow burned down. So that

was the same fantasy to burn down not to rest

nothing. No food no nothing for the Germans. So-and

10 millions of refugees came also to middle Asia where we

ii. settled in this part of Russia and it started to be

12 shortage of food housing. And there started to be

13 hunger. People started to be hunger. And it came

14 yeah to the moment that for working the whole month

15 you end so much money you can buy only one kilogram

16 bread on the black market. But every day we got

17 rations of bread bread. We got the ration from 800

18 gram bread. It was ration. It was cheap but it was

19 not enough because no food no milk nothing was

20 supplied. Everything you have to buy on the black

21 market.

22 And so how did your family survive

23 So my family survived because we had at that

24 time money what we had told you from Poland and

25 then from the business what was left in Rolfe we
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lived. So we had some money. And we lived. We had

some clothes and this also so we changed but not

much left after Siberia after this. And the time go

on so we go to Poland at the time.

And finally my brother got sick. He caught

typhus. So then sold the very important necklick

Necklace

Yeah necklick.

Necklace.

10 Necklace necklace. --that was from my

11 mothers. She kept this from my grandfather when she

12 got married. And it was historical from Polish

13 queen. It belonged from Polish queen Radry-gah.

14 It was written the name with her her face. So like

15 money you may print it out.

16 So we sold it for few sacks offlour

17 Flavor Flour And want to point out at this time

18 many Jewish people from the refugees they got ill and

19 they catch the typhus and they go to the hospital.

20 They never came back because by typhus the people had

21 very high fever. Fever

22 Fever.

23 Fever. Nobody took care of them not to

24 drink nothing so they died. And when my brother was

25 got sick so want to take him to the hospital. And
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my father said No let him stay home and we will

take care of him. And hopefully he will be healthy.

And that washe was unconscious. He had very high

fever. And he didnt want to eat nothing not to

drink. force him. open mouth and my father put in

food. My mother make rice with butter and lot of

butter we put in him and drink and so-because he had

high fever and he dont want to eat so we have to

force him. But he overcame and he was fine. Yeah.

10 And my father catch the-this after yeah but that was

11 the last because Iif my father would be first

12 would have took him to the hospital and he would die

13 100 percent. So because my brother was first and my

14 father didnt let him go to the hospital so my father

15 and my brother is alive and later didnt took my

16 father to the hospital. And he also--

17 Inaudible.

18 Yeah. But my father he ate. It wasnt

19 problem. But with my brother he had problem. And

20 interesting we lived together while we eat from the

21 same dishes but not my mother was notno only my
22 yeah. So we escaped the typhus that way but many

23 people didnt. Many manyI dont know. The estimate

24 is that about hundred thousand Jewish people died of

25 typhus but my family didnt. dont know exactly.
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But know lot of people they went to the hospital

never saw them again. And then work-- started

after thatwe went to another city and start to

work what told you in the-- mixed up before.

start to work in the mixed little of the history

here yeah.

The typhus was before went to the

Kolhorse. It was by Shim-kent Mankent small

village. That was the place where he got the typhus.

10 And after the typhus we go to Bor-nay and we went to

11 the Kol-horse. And from the Kol-horse went out and

12 work in the warehouse where they

13 The grain warehouse

14 Yeah. In the warehouse have no trouble

15 with food. We simply steal the food. We were group

16 of ten Jewish young men. And we bought boots special

17 boots. And go home-- That was the only way to survive

18 or you died. There were no other way. And because

19 what told you before my salary from the month what

20 it end--and work hard very hard we carried sacks of

21 60 80 kilogram sacks. You know at that time its

22 not like today you have all the machines. We work it.

23 So we work very hard. We need to eat good. And my

24 salary gave to the girl that inaudible because

25 for the whole salary whole month can buy kilogram
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of bread. So we cannot live off that.

But in thisits called ZahgootzairnoI

work. Zahgootzairno in Bornay. And we were ten

Jewish boys and we organize together and we had

everything yes. But around us people died of hunger

many many people died even the Russian people. But

the Russian people they die. It was time of

shortage of food. And it was very hard and bitter

time.

10 Now in 19I think it was 1944 the

11 beginning they took all the Polish young men to the

12 troop army. But forgot

13 The third army

14 Working army. Working army. Troop army go

15 to the inaudible front go to the inaudible front.

16 And they wanted to take me to Kar-ragantah. And

17 was already on the railroad not inaudible lot of

18 the refugees mostly Jewish refugees. And on the way

19 in Karra-gan-tah know heard about-they have coal

20 mines coal mines. But there were every day were

21 accidents people die and of course shortage of food.

22 Very hard. Like labor camp like the camps very

23 hard conditions. And this is already by Siberia-I

24 have not map. So decided on the way to run away.

25 And run away with friend of mine Goldfarb was his
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name in Omatah where weand settled there in

Omatah and work on the textile manufactory. And

again make good living but not from the work.

Thats the life.

And after-when the war end in 1945 so we

go back from Omatah to Poland. But what forgot to

tell here is that in 1943 cameit was in 1943 they

took me to the army. They want to take me to the

Polish army but not only me all the refugees the

10 young men the refugees. And they sent us Chuck

11 puck. They call this Chuckpuck. It is Cossack

12 name. And in this place were concentrated the Polish

13 army. The Polish it was front. The Polish army on

14 the territory the Seekohlski army what told you.

15 And some of the Jews very little Jewish people they

16 accepted to the army. And mostly go backthey go

17 back because there were lot of antiSemitism in the

18 Polish army. We had lot of fight the Jewish with

19 the Poles. And theythey free us. They dont want.

20 You go away. Only very few stay. And that was then.

21 That is something forgotten in the whole

22 So when the war ended in 1945 where did you

23 go and can you bring me
24 Meanwhile married.

25 When did you get married
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Yeah. married also in 44 when in Bor-nay

when worked inaudible married. And later also

interesting when on the way to Omatah and settled

in Omatah so my wife was pregnant with my older

daughter Leah. She is now here in inaudible. So

wrote home because my parents-my wife stayed at my

parents and where am but dont know. was

afraid to write down my address exactly you know

because was like deserter. So wrote down at the

10 time Oxnatah.

11 So my wife decided to come to Omatah but

12 she cannot go. For American people difficult to

13 understand that. You cannot go buy ticket and you go

14 to Omatah. You can make it here but not there. At

15 that time she have to go illegally on the railroad.

16 When they came and control she have no ticket they

17 throw her out in the winter on the night from the

18 railroad go out. Yeah forgot. lot of things

19 forgot. So they throw out. So she go on another

20 train and finally she came to Omatah. But Omatah is

21 big city and its two cities. Its called Omatah

22 Peervual and Omatah Tiiriiyah. Its Omatah first

23 Omatah second. But where you go to look after the

24 Polish refugees On the market. She came in the

25 market and she find the Jewish people. And she go to
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the first group and ask him am looking for this and

this guy. And fortunately she met the guy that lived

together with me. In city of two or three million

people such coincidentally. He brought my wife my

pregnant wife yeah inaudible. On Rosh--on Rosh

Hashana took and she have trouble.

Okay. So you were--

Inaudible.

So you went- In 1945 the war was over

10 and you went back to-

11 Poland.

12 With

13 The city where was born in my city with

14 my My parents also came back separate because

15 lived in Omatah and they stayed in Bornay.

16 Your wife and your daughter and you--

17 Arrived came back. Meanwhile they took my

18 brother to different place also for the troop

19 front. So we were We came back home. We left home

20 separated and we came home separate but we came home.

21 What was it like to come home

22 What

23 How was it to come home What was it like

24 What was the city like How did you feel coming home

25 When we came back its on the one side we
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were happy that we came back to our homes and things.

And the other side it was terrible very very

terrible. All my friends had so many friends

belong to the Hah-kooeye inaudible organization

and to Zionist organization and everywhere else.

Nothing left. No sign no friends nothing. Ive only

one friend that came back from Russia. He escaped.

All the family were killed. Only one

cousin the daughter of my fathers sister that she

10 survived by our Polish farmer Vit-tahsan. And her

11 parents her sisters and brothers and her husband and

12 the familyall were killed from my family. So she was

13 the only one. And then one cousin escaped from the

14 camps and he was in Sweden after the war and from

15 Sweden he emigrate to Israel. Thats the only two

16 people alive from family of hundreds of people but

17 theyre alive. And of course my parents and my

18 brother and that were left. From my mothers family

19 only three cousins alive one in Russia and two in

20 Poland. Now they both--one stay in Poland now and

21 two of them in the United States one in Houston.

22 Houston Texas

23 Houston Texas and the other one is now

24 Florida.

25 Okay. What happened to you and your family
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between 1945 and the present time

In 1945 when we came back to Poland so

was already 22 years old and was married and had

daughter but dont have profession because

didnt study in the Russia until the possibility. So

was born in city that was textile industry. And

before the war dreamed to go in the textile to

become textile technicon and to build my own textile

business. That was my dream and the dream of my

10 parents. So when we came back so makeI go to

11 ORTORT you know ORT Its Jewish organization.

12 And studied this textile and became the textile

13 technicon but it make it shorter. It was

14 Where were you

15 In my city. In Bielsko. Bielsko. This is

16 textile industry. In the days after the war when

17 they came-many Jewish people came from-- They lived

18 before the war in different cities from Poland but

19 they came to Bie.sko because it was an industrial city

20 big city so they settled. And thats why they

21 established this ORT and make this textile school

22 because it was textile industry around. And

23 finish. became thisI graduate.

24 And at the time when studied already

25 started my business. was student and already was
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in business. And had with my students with my

costudents and they became my partnership in the

business and we started small business only one

weaving loom Yiddish phrase weaving loom. And we

were fourfour partners.

Partners

Yeah. But we earned lot of money because

at that time it was shortage of clothing of

materials. And was born in the city. know

10 everybody. Everybody knows me. dont have any

11 trouble to get the The most important was to get the

12 yarn you know from the spinning wheels. So had

13 friends that they meanwhile work directly from this

14 manufactory. Even it was government manufactories.

15 But it was one government manufactory that they sell it

16 for the private industry for small. And so didnt

17 have any trouble. And we made-we were four partners

18 for one loom but the loom worked 24 hours day. And

19 we made lot of money. In Poland we were

20 millionaires of Polish money but of dollar we were

21 short but of Polish And we stay five years in

22 Poland.

23 After five years we decided to emigrate to

24 Israel and we make application. So and my wife and

25 children Meanwhile got second child daughter.
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And we got the permit to leave Poland. And my mother

also got the permit to leave Poland but my father

they refused. At that time it was common in Poland

because they dont want the Jewish people let to leave

Poland so what they did they give to the husband

they give permit. To the wife not. To some to some

not. So that way many people dont leave.

And it became very big dileinna because

dont want to leave. And went to the ministry

10 foreign ministry and apply at this. And they told

11 me Yeah youre right. It is mistake. Well

12 correct this. Before you go home youll have the

13 permit for your father. But we never get it.

14 So my parents pushed me to go out of Poland

15 because they were afraidthis was already the Fokes

16 Democrati under the Russian you know- It wasnt

17 under Russian occupation but under the Russian

18 influence. So they told me We old people. We will

19 finally get the permit to go out. And you if you will

20 not go out at that time we dont know if you will have

21 another timeopportunity so you have to leave.

22 And and my wife my children and my

23 brother left Poland. And regretted all my life

24 because after came to Israel and after hear my

25 father died and my mother stayed by herself. And we
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had also very hard time for many years in Israel. So

my mother didnt want to come. And we had the property

in Poland left so she had property. And she said

Why have to go to Israel and to suffer and this so

she didnt want to come.

But this is- had another story another

tragic story that this include my two cousins that

one is alive as told you. She stay alive by

farmer in Poland. From whole family there were

10 seven brothers and-there were seven kids. And

11 accuse her of murder. She have inaudiblea part

12 in the murder of my mother. And have second cousin

13 is Hannah Showlahvich. And shes the main murder of

14 my mother. Why Becauseand write already down

15 this story. Because my parents had farm. And this

16 was in partnership with my fathers sisterwith my

17 fathers sister. But when they bought the farm they

18 bought this as one unit. And after they bought this

19 everybody--they divided this. It was divided and

20 everybody worked for themselves. If someone want to

21 sell something so the second was fine and no trouble.

22 But after the war they-it wasnt formally divided.

23 So this cousin-she lived now in Berlinshe didnt

24 want to let us sell this. You understand But this is

25 whole different story that already wrote it down
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but will finish it. And will go and have

dont know. will go to New York. Its too late now.

cannot bring back my mother to life.

But want this to write down and this have

to be written. This is my accusation of murder two

cousins of mine. But they did things worser than

Hitler after the war after what Hitler do. They did

this both. And all this will and will go to

rabbi to the inaudible to New York. And will set

10 down the the whole history to the Jerusalem. In

11 Jerusalem they call this the main rabbi. Ive

12 forgotten for the moment. Okay. That was very

13 bitter story.

14 But finally II succeed and establish

15 myself. built good and successful business in

16 Israel in Tel Aviv. had my own small manufactory

17 textile manufactory and make lot of money. Not

18 lot little money yeah. And succeed. And my

19 children--I give them good education to both my

20 daughters. One daughter is lawyer in Tel Aviv now.

21 The other also finished the university. She speaks

22 many languages. And she finished the philosophy the

23 faculty there and she married here now to an engineer.

24 But Im not so happy from this marriage though.

25 have lot of trouble. Hes an engineer but have
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lot of trouble with him. Thats another thing. have

no like My life since the war started is not an easy

life.

And my brother also establish himself well

in his life together yes. And he stayed in Israel.

He married in Israel. He has two Sons and daughter

and all of them were in the Israeli army. My

daughters too were in the Israeli army yes. And we

settled. Financially we all okay. But there is other

10 troubles yeah.

11 And my older daughter Leah after she

12 graduate in Israel so promised her ticket to the

13 United States because it is dream of the Jewish-of

14 the Israeli young people was always dream to come to

15 the United States to visit. So give her the money

16 and the ticket for the United States and she stayed in

17 New York five years and worked there and was very happy

18 and made good life. But she find the man from here.

19 She married and have one granddaughter. have

20 two--two daughters and one granddaughter. Arid thats

21 the life.

22 But how did you come here

23 Because of my daughter yeah. After got

24 50 years in Israel didnt feel so well healthy.

25 had trouble with the climate in Israel. It was in
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Israel and lived in Tel Aviv. Its hot and humid

climate. had little money and so decided

thats paradox. decided to go and settle in

Germany. And want to point out that yeah what

want to point out that was born in Bielsko. And

this belongedthis city was German city. And at the

time of Hitler they call this the Reich. They took

us--they united us with the Germans. So had the

right as German and had the right to get lot of

10 money lot of inaudible they call this.

11 But about 18 years we live in Israel. Only

12 in 1968 one friend of minehe is lawyer and he

13 convinced me and he told me that Im stupid that Im

14 not apply for the money from Germany and because was

15 the one that went with Prime Minister Menachim Begin

16 and demonstrate against the relationship Israel with

17 Germany was against to take money from the Germany.

18 And didnt want itany relations with them.

19 But later saw the people took the money.

20 They helped themselves. They bought houses and they

21 make businesses. And told you had for many years

22 very hard time but do it with my own. Nobody helped

23 me only my ten finger and my head establish myself.

24 And had the possibility to get the money from the

25 Germany but didnt want this money. Even my parents
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werent killed by the Germany only the rest of the

family. But had not-- cannot how to say- My

feelingsI cannot take the money. But later saw all

the people take the money. And in Yiddish we say

Yiddish phrase meaning was the stupid one. The

others took the money they make good life and

living. And suffered for many years unnecessary. So

was the stupid. So applied. By that time it was

already the finished and got very little. And

10 have very little pension. For many friends of mine

11 that know that from this area so they get lot of

12 money. They dont need to work. They have live

13 without work. today got because the dollar go down

14 about 150 dollar month. Its nothing. So thats my

15 story.

16 Okay. Tell me the date that you came to the

17 United States.

18 came because my daughter married. And

19 when my daughter married and wemy wife went out to

20 Germany when want to settle in Germany. And heard

21 that my daughter was pregnant and she have to give

22 birth to my granddaughter so my wife told me Look.

23 Come we make trip to Germany after she will give

24 birth. We will be there later. You will come back to

25 Germany and settle in Germany because speak very
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well German. have no trouble. And had the very

good possibility to settle down and to make business in

Germany.

So wanted to settle down but came here.

And after my daughter gave the birth and saw how

everything is and because of my granddaughter stay

here.

What is the date that you came

We came in MayMay 78.

10 And what are you doing now here Are you in

11 the textile industry

12 No here is not this area. Now am

13 driver-a delivery driver yeah and working. But

14 hope to establish my own business. Why dont is

15 because wait for the green card. dont have the

16 green card. My wife have the green card. dont

17 have. So hope will get it now so
18 Does your wife work

19 She have already. do mistake when

20 applied for the green card find work. go to work.

21 End of tape two side two.

22 Tape three side one.

23 This is continuation part two of the

24 interview of Joseph Eisen. The date is Sunday

25 December 2nd. And my assistant is Mary Ann Smith who
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is doing the technical part this time. So this is Tape

No. Side 1. And were going to pick up with

question regarding Joseph and his feeling about the

conflict between the orthodoxy and the Zionist in your

village in your town in your city.

The conflict from the generations yeah.

So for example my parents and all my uncles they

were all very orthodox. But was born in 1923. Even

my parents were orthodox but the whole environment

10 around me my generation they get less orthodox

11 because the struggle began already 50 years ago 60

12 years ago and the Zionist organization was

13 established and it was very hard struggle between

14 the Jewishhow to say-the intellectual Jews and the

15 traditional orthodox Jews. And the struggle began in

16 Russia. You have the famous- Will you stop moment

17 Yes.

18 Tape shut off and then back on.

19 So grow up at the time when the struggle

20 between the Zionist organization and the Jewish

21 orthodox inaudible traditional was going on. But

22 alreadynot my organization mostly yeah we

23 already go to the Polish school. And we became the

24 education- You had two kinds of education. One kind

25 was the ordinary education like older people like the
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Poles themselves and everybody. On the other hand you

go inaudible Torah. studied inaudible. The

BibleI almost know the whole Bible. can be rabbi

almost. Inaudible studied because had to. And

it was also very much must point out that

interested me very much in the religious the study in

the Bible not everything. wasnt interested if this

is kosher or not kosher or have the right to pray in

the morning before the first star came out or the

10 second star came out. But in the Jewish there is lot

11 of how to say for the people inaudible for the

12 people morality for the people that is inaudible

13 ever theits never finished never changed have to

14 be always the same. So that was my interest.

15 And also studied because there were very

16 much examples from law from the life how-you know.

17 So in this kind of study was interested and liked

18 it and studied it. But I-from the very beginning

19 because had friends told you they wasnt

20 religious any more. They also were from other

21 religious parties but they felt wasnt religious.

22 They were little older than was.

23 So there was this conflict between the

24 thinking of the new generation and the orthodoxy-

25 Yes.
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-regarding Zionism

It was conflict but think it was also

conflict between the older generation themselves were

conflict. As far as know my parents had

conflict between themselves that they were too much

religious in the beginning and they later left

little. They were more liberal.

And the same-- told you my uncle have

two sons. And he wanted to send to the school but to

10 become textile technicons but they have to go in the

11 inaudible and to study on Saturday. So because of

12 this they have to go on Saturday he didnt go to

13 school. They didnt send him. And he didnt get this

14 education only private school but nothing-- The

15 school only because he have to attend on Sabbath on

16 Saturdays.

17 But the second sonhe was five years

18 younger-they let him already go to the school even on

19 Saturday. So it mean it was conflict not only with

20 the younger generation the older--the older

21 generation it was conflict by themselves because on

22 the environment and the development of the time and

23 everything so they became more real. They saw reality

24 that they had to go together with the whole world.

25 They cannot stay in the ghettos and live only the Torah
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and pray to God. They will not have bread. They will

not make living from that. They have to teach their

children. They have to give them professions and to

make from people that they can live between all the

nations. And it was struggle between the older

generations themselves too.

We were talking about how you felt this

influenced the decision and-

Yeah.

10 It gave the people problems deciding when to

11 leave or not to leave when the Nazis came

12 Yeah before the Nazis came told the

13 older generation so decided to leave. First of all

14 decided-I dont know exactly how old was 10 years

15 or 12 years old but want to emigrate from Poland to

16 Israel because yes yeah because it was how to say

17 on one side wanted to study to become textile

18 technicon and to build manufactory because it was

19 the dream of my parents and this became my dream.

20 On the other hand was realistic enough to

21 recognize because that was the time when the

22 antiSemitism in Poland rose that have no future in

23 Poland as Jew. So if wanted to live my life as

24 Jewish have to emigrate and to go to Israel.

25 And it became my dream to go to Israel and
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to--and change also not to build the manufactory but

wanted to go to Israel toI think in Israel there

is school near Tel Aviv. dont remember. Its

special for farmer to teach you how to be farmer.

And wanted to go. But you know the time was

passing and didnt go until was 16.

But it was my dream finally would go to

there. And you see after came to Israel it was

after the war and leave from Poland. And had the

10 possibility to go to the United States and

11 rejected. say no. Or stay in Poland or go to

12 So you were fulfilling your dream that you

13 had as young boy when you went to Israel after the

14 war

15 Yeah because that was the dream. Now of

16 course was very much influenced by the Zionist

17 organization. At that time all my generation belonged

18 to different Jewish organizations. There were like

19 Har-noh-yah Ah-key-yah and Daytauh.

20 Im sorry. should let you finish the

21 names of all those different groups because God knows

22 where they are right now right Hopefully some of

23 those are in Israel right

24 Yeah. met some but very little

25 inaudible still alive.
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Did you look for the Zionists or did they

look for you If you had this idea-

The idea-- grow up-it was so natural

that grow up with this look for them and they look

for us.

And these were the organizations that

sponsored the Maccabees your

More sports.

More sports

10 Yeah. belonged.

11 But were they also Zionist groups

12 Sure sure. These groups were how to say

13 you have to know all the centuries the Jewish

14 peoplethe resistance of the Jewish people against the

15 oppression from the other nations was spiritual

16 resistance moral resistance but no violence no
17 Yes yes understand.

18 But in my age the Maccabee and the

19 Hahkohahthis was the names. will explain the

20 names. MaccabeeMaccabee is the revolt against the

21 Rome Empire. Hahkohah means power. Hahcohah

22 power. It was the Jewish organization that we start

23 with. Also the physical resistance we say We will

24 not let you any more hit you. If you will hit me

25 will hit you back physically. You understand That
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was my generation. And was already boxer unusual

for Jewish people and played soccer.

You were preparing yourself for your hard

life in Israel

Yes. Sure sure. But we already how to

say sportsit was the competition. But it was more

than that because Im Jewish and cant play soccer

Im Jewish and cant box. cant give you back-

And this is different meaning for the groups.

10 You said that this had tremendous conflict

11 for your parents. They felt that religious Jewish boys

12 would not be engaging in sports

13 Yeah sure. You insult me. You behave

14 like shygetz. It was not the Jewish way. But

15 say Yes thats the Jewish way. Thats the culture.

16 Not only say just organizations.

17 When you were in Siberia you know and you

18 were working very hardyou told us you were hard

19 laboreryou obviously didnt have very much

20 entertainment. Did you have time-did you talk about

21 these things at all when you were together Do you

22 remember

23 What do you mean About Zionism

24 Zionism or Israel or what would save the

25 Jews
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No no. It was very very dangerous to

speak about this thing in the Soviet Union. This is

political inaudible and this is better

And there were guards in the barracks who

could hear you

No there werent but you dont know.

Sometimes they have people they can go
Informants

Yeah. So these things you never spoke.

10 This is very very dangerous at that time. So the

11 politic we took out. want to point out that when we

12 came towe lived in Volke before they take us to the

13 Soviet Union and know few Jewish people both

14 young men that they were in Poland in my city they

15 were Communists. But they disappeared. Never saw them

16 more because dont know who you knowalways you

17 find somebody because the Russians were very much

18 against the Polish Communists. They say they are

19 Trotskys-they are Trotsky.

20 Right.

21 You know in Russia-

22 Enemy of Stalin

23 Yeah. So in Russia the most dangerous

24 thing was to speak about the Zionism politics and

25 this. You stay away. Very terrible.
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So even in the privacy-

Even in the privacy.

There wasnt much privacy in the barracks

No.

So then when you-- remember in your

history you talked about the time when you finally got

the papers to go to Israel

Yeah.

So this must have been marvelous reward

10 after all those

11 Yeah. But it was how to say inaudible

12 in my life because inaudible that we came back the

13 whole family mean My parents and my younger

14 brother. And already was married and had baby

15 inaudible Leah. And when the time came to go out

16 from Poland to Israel so the Polish government wasnt

17 interested to let out the Jews to go. But dont

18 know on the pressures from the world they wanted to

19 show that they democrats and free so some they--

20 people they get the permits to left Poland and some

21 people dont get the permit. They reject the permit.

22 So in our family we all get the permit

23 beside my father. All get the permit only my father.

24 So tried to get. Like say its not reasonable.

25 Inaudible. Its not reasonable. So went to
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Warsaw. It was in the ministry of theKoreraag

Ministry. And spoke-- didnt spoke with the

minister himself but with the vice. We call this

minister.

Administrator

No no no.

Hes secretary

Yeah secretary. You call the secretary.

Yes. Administrators.

10 So and he told me Yeah this is

11 mistake and you will go home and your father will get

12 the permit. But fine go home but he didnt get

13 the permit. We arrive. And go the second time and

14 the second time cannot go any more. They dont let

15 me go to the secretary.

16 Now you spent 15 years in Israel

17 More. Almost 28 years.

18 28 years

19 Yeah sure.

20 Im sorry. didnt get that.

21 came to Israel at the end of 1950 and-

22 1950 December 1950 and went out in 1978.

23 Then didnt count those-

24 finish all my businesses in 77 and

25 went to New York Italy to Germany. Then came back
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and stay few month and I--

This is big question. dont know if you

want to deal with this or not okay Id like to ask

you Joseph that since you had had this dream theme in

Israel from the time you were little boy how you

felt about your dream when you finally arrived in

Israel.

When arrived in Israel of course

Your entire stay there the 28 years.

10 Yeah but in the beginning even it was very

11 hard. And live in the camp and was happy. And

12 Ibecause know before came to Israel that will

13 suffer that nothing will get easy. Nothingthat is

14 of saying nothing fell from the sky. You have

15 everything to build by yourself. So--and was ready

16 to be and inaudible. And know that Im not going

17 for the easy life that will struggle. But everybody

18 think Okay will establish myself. Im smarter

19 than the other one. will have more luck than the

20 other one. believed in myself. always my whole

21 life believe in myself and Im independent. never

22 like to be dependent on somebody. And there is many

23 people they have some friend or some relatives that

24 this is the cup the safe thing to do. My cupIm the

25 cup by myself.
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And Israel was the place for you to realize

this feeling

Right. So wasnt dependent on somebody.

believed in my power. was young.

Yes yes yes. This helped you get the

strength to go to this hard life

Sure. Today if was in the same condition

wouldnt go. Im too old. But at that time-- And

also

10 When you finally got there your feelings-

11 want also to point out that myself

12 because of the Jewish history and now after the war

13 and after Hitler so was very suspicious. remember

14 had friends that they say they go to the United

15 States and the United States never be antiSemitic.

16 And say Im not so sure because we have verythe

17 history. And that was the main reason that want to

18 live in my land. want to have my own piece of land

19 and to live there and many ready to fight and to

20 die. But must have in this world my piece of land

21 thats mine that nobody will tell me you are

22 Schick you are Jewish to upset you as Jews. You

23 have to understand in Poland and you go on the street

24 and someone tells you phraseit means Jewish it

25 upset this. They did this with-
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To torment you

To upset me. So say in Israel they will

be Jewish like I. You cannot tell me youre Jewish.

Youre the same Jew as I. Youre good man an

inaudible man but all Jewish. Youre all the same.

That was one of the very main points you know and the

fact that went to-I was ready to fight and to work

and to take the suffering of me only to build my own

place.

10 And what want to tell what spoke here

11 tonight in the school. meet with the people from

12 Israel and Palestinian. They spoke that we took

13 them their land. told them Thats not true. First

14 of all never never were Palestinian state. You

15 have never Palestinian state called Palestine that

16 it wasnt Palestinian state. And the Jewish people

17 that came to Israel and started in 870 inaudible so

18 the Arabs accepted the Jewish people. They lived

19 together with them. And the Jews started to build

20 they go to the kibbutz. Israel was desert. It was

21 only few inaudible.

22 Theres wonderful book now about that

23 From Time Immemorial by Joan Peters who goes through

24 this whole thing about demystifying this Palestinian

25 idea. And what Im trying to get to Joseph is your
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feeling about Israel when you got there. know why

you wanted to go there. have feeling know why

you wanted to go. How did it seem to you when you were

there What did it feel like Did you ever think

about there was problem with you wanting to go there

and what you finally found when you got there

Sure sure it is problem because the

dream is very different from the reality. When you

dream to go and then you think you are ready to

10 sacrifice you think that everybody will do the same.

11 But not everybody the same. In the life how to say

12 the people governed by interests. They egotistic. And

13 no matter Jewish or Chinese or Poles or Germans but

14 believe at that time that the Jewish people after this

15 experience that they will be better because we have

16 also at that time the Jewish prime minister the first

17 prime minister of Israel inaudible. Also we have

18 much more morality. We will show the world-

19 Be light onto the world

20 Yes. But this was also dream for me. And

21 later saw everything is politics. run away from

22 politics all my life. dont know why. dont like

23 politics. For me politicsyou have to lie and you

24 have to cheat.

25 It wasnt friendly to you in your past life
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It was against my nature. run away from

politics. Even have my idea have my point of

view but never was member of any political party

because dont like that. And understand thats the

life. You have to inaudible people do and vote but

stay away from it. had my family you know. And

started from my family and want to have the place in

the Jewish state between the Jewish my own place.

That was my--

10 What were your feelings about the people you

11 took up with You had very small family with you.

12 Only Israel my wife and two daughters

13 and my brother.

14 Who became your close close circle after

15 that the people that

16 The only people that worked with.

17 You worked with

18 Yeah.

19 Did you have religious affiliation

20 Religious no.

21 You were living in the state of Israel

22 No didnt have because wasnt

23 religious. And remember interesting fact-

24 Im looking now for the various ways that

25 you became involved with Israel say besides the work
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which took lot of time. Any of the sports

In the armies.

Sports Okay. Go ahead.

In the army. And because not only for

inaudible because had wife and children.

wentI was in the army. was in the war in 1956 in

Sinai and then was in 1967 against Egypt. But was

in the Jordanon the Jordan border and they took me

to the Suez. Yeah so that was the life. But went

10 to inaudible organization. had friends there

11 from--a few friends from my city. had new friends.

12 We went Very much in Israel is lot of summer

13 becauseso we went very much to the pools to the sea

14 to get Mostly when the people have time enough to

15 take the family you go to the sea to the beach to

16 the beach. That was the point where mostly we get

17 together. And of course the friends inaudible

18 Is there something youre trying to tell me

19 though when you say that the dream is not like the

20 reality Is it because they differed with one another

21 over politics Is that what you

22 No because later when came to Israel

23 thought Im not political. And so for example if

24 you are member of political party you can benefit

25 from it. It helps where to go. In Yiddish we say.
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Yiddish phrase. It means you have party. You can

go inaudible. But dont know. was still too

much never go to nobody to ask some favors.

Possibly this mistake. regret this yeah. But

when was young was too proud of myself to go to

somebody and ask inaudible. was very happy if

can do favor for somebody but never went to ask

somebody for favor. That dont know-possibly its

not really wise but that was the time.

10 So this 28 years then represents almost half

11 your life

12 Sure.

13 And now youre in this country and youre

14 settled here for the last almost six years

15 Yeah almost six years.

16 Do you feel youre settled here now Do you

17 feel youre

18 No.

19 Youre not wandering Jew are you Yes

20 you are. How do you feel about living in the United

21 States

22 Now feel-I feel well but

23 As Jew living in this country of course

24 its the only way youre going to tell me.

25 My intention when came to the United
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States

Interruption in taping by telephone call.

You tell us the reason you came here and

then was asking you how you feel about settling in

the United States and how you view yourself as Jew in

this country.

Sowell came to the United States had

no intention to stay here to settle here. First of

all didnt know the language at all. And second

10 for me was much easier to settle in Germany. And even

11 told you inaudible for many many years wasnt

12 able to go to Germany as my feelings. But later say

13 cannot blame even the son for the father. The son is

14 innocent. The father can be guilty. And also cannot

15 say all the Germans guilty. part of them are guilty.

16 So it took me many years to overcome this hate. had

17 very much hate for the Hitler people to love them.

18 Very very lasting. And didnt overcome the hatred

19 of Hitler.

20 So finally after 1978 was ready to settle

21 in Germany. was in Germany. And check out that

22 have very good possibilities to settle from an economic

23 point of view myself. And also would enjoy more

24 than life because understood the language. had

25 the same culture. It was easy for me. But my daughter
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make in my opinion her lifes mistakethe mistake of

her life. And she married the man here inaudible.

And it looks on the surface rather beautiful but it is

very unbeautiful. And we came here because my daughter

had to give birth to child to my granddaughter.

Your first grandchild

Yes. So we stayed and we saw that

What is your granddaughters name

Michelle.

10 Michelle. And her last name

11 Milison.

12 Milison.

13 My son-in-law is Swedish but he already

14 stay here over 20 years. But he is divorced. He had

15 three children. And was in inaudible in 1977 and

16 my daughter told me she want to marry. And met him

17 and spoke with him. And was very very much against

18 this marriage very much. And got sick the night

19 becausebut you know she do what she want. Shes

20 over 18 years. She can do what she want.

21 Is it because hes not Jewish

22 Pardon

23 Is it because hes not Jewish

24 No. For me it doesnt have any meaning.

25 Even myself have very Im not religious but
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have very much Jews heart. very much bow to

Jewish tradition and life but this have absolutely

nothing to do with it. For me everybody is the same.

What Im trying to ask you in this question

is your feelings about the way you feel living in this

country. There is Jewish population around you.

Youve met some people. Youve made some contacts.

Yes.

And how you feel about yourself and your

10 wife and your life here.

11 Here in the United States is And in this

12 area there is Jewish community and we go many times

13 to many Jews theater and inaudible and we have

14 friends and we get together. They mostly also from

15 Europe but we have some Jewish friends that they

16 American born. Well not too much can talk to them

17 but have not so much time. But you have and sure

18 Im member of the neighborhood yeah. So how to

19 say its our regular contact regular Jewish and not

20 only Jewish. We have friends that are not Jewish.

21 have also German friends here yeah. So you know

22 am very liberal.

23 But you have contacts here

24 Yes.

25 And you have friendships
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Yeah.

And you have places social things to do at

home

Yeah yeah. Im many times Im not

inaudible because Im tired.

You work too hard

Yes yeah. Not so hard but wake up in

the morning. Thats the main thing.

So you were telling us that you didnt feel

10 you could stay here.

11 In the beginning didnt want to stay

12 here. And it was time in 1979 that say to my wife

13 have enough. am going back. Thats not for me.

14 Thats not for me.

15 But my wife tells me Okay. You will go to

16 Germany. You will make money but what will you do

17 with the child We will have money but we will

18 lose-- She means my granddaughter. So thats what

19 kept me back and stay here.

20 And unfortunately dont have inaudible

21 because myself felt was always in my life

22 almost independent. And want to establish here my

23 business and now-and have the idea. And hope

24 will but always something happen. She had car

25 accident and travel to her. And this is always
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delayed it. But finally hope will establish my

business here in the

You do hope to settle here then

Yes.

You expect to stay. You have decided

Yeah because of my granddaughter because

to be next to my granddaughter. Thats the reason why

stay here and why Ive decided to settle here

because even today if Im going to Germany can

10 settle much much easier than here. Much easier. And

11 stay here and will

12 And what about the Jewish contacts there and

13 the families and do you think you would find them

14 Where

15 In Germany.

16 Yeah. wanted to settle in Frankfurt but

17 was inaudible. There is Jewisha life

18 Jewish life yes Jewish. In inaudible they came

19 from Israel lot. And there is sure there is life

20 too of course. Its not that big but it develop.

21 Many came and many had children and the children grow

22 up in Germany and they marrymany marry German girls

23 and Jewishgirls marry. Yeah thats the life. Thats

24 the fact of the life.

25 Joseph would you continue with the
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background on your home in Bielsko

Yeah. want to point out that in our

house lets say we had the inaudible kibbutz. It

was groups of Jewishit was mizrahee. The group

that lived in our house was the mizrahee. It was

religious group. And they already accepted the Zionist

idea the mizra-hee. And they were living-I dont

know lets say hundred two hundred. dont know

exactly how many. And they lived also men and women

10 girls and boys but not couples singles.

11 Like dormitory

12 Yes. But my father rented them out this

13 and they lived together and they go to work. And at

14 the end it go to one treasury how you say

15 Yes treasury.

16 You had more than somebody and less than

17 another. It go to one--

18 As in the kibbutz

19 Yeah. And everybody have the place to sleep

20 and to eat and to food. And then they got Israel

21 because England give dont know thousand five

22 thousand certificate inaudible for one year so

23 From your city

24 No in general. In general yeah. So they

25 waited until it came there. They came in line but
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they not go all. Only for some people go. And know

that many people inaudible my father but he let them

go inside. It was the religious people the

mizra--hee he called it. The religious people. But

they lived together you know. They didnt sleep

together but it was separate room for girl separate

room for-

It was radical idea for the time

At that time it was very radical in Poland

10 you understand. Even for the Poles it was very

11 radical. And remember that when he came to the

12 synagogue the rabbi and the inaudible how you put

13 this

14 Went to these people

15 These people. But also want to point out

16 that my father already even he was religious he

17 already accepted this Zionist idea you know. If

18 think now about the inaudible why he did it so

19 think that he accept this idea because he saw the

20 reality touched the reality.

21 The necessity to have someone to go to the

22 country and

23 Yeah. And also he teach them also because

24 we had farm. He teach them how to work. Soand all

25 this of course influenced my decision to go to
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Israel.

Your father was involved in helping to train

the mizrahee for Israeli life

Yeah. In Israel Im sure there is lot of

people that they were trained by my father and people

they live in our house that told you in this

kibbutz but dont know them. was young. But Im

sure that they know my father and the name and

everything because it continue for many years. And

10 they came people they go to Israel would come other

11 people and again you know but this kibbutz exist.

12 And this was farming technique It was

13 planting and crops or was it

14 No no.

15 --animal husbandry Are we talking about--

16 They were different places. This mizrahee

17 organization they lived in our house in the city.

18 Im sorry. My question had to do with your

19 fathers experience with them. He was training them in

20 what kind of farming

21 They rented farm next to our city but

22 mostly they didnt know how to work on the farm how to

23 manage the farm. So my father went and worked. have

24 picture.

25 So they were raising crops and they were
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taking care of animals and

Animals and crops. Yeah everything like

farmer.

full farm

Sure of course.

Thats my California problem. Everything is

so specialized.

And my father helped them.

Thats very interesting.

10 Yeah because he liked that and he helped

11 them. And he accepted-- Thats what Im saying that

12 he already accepted this idea. Even he was religious

13 but he wasnt the one. Was many people got through

14 their own lifetime they changed their mind. They

15 became much more liberal much more open to Zionism.

16 They saw the reality that the Jewish people have to

17 have start. They have to struggle inaudible but

18 you have to do. And then it was famous saying the

19 Yiddish phrase. It means you have to pray but you

20 have to do too. So God will help you if you will do.

21 You understand

22 Turn it off for second.

23 Tape off.

24 Would you review your itinerary

25 wrote and fled after the war start the
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Second World War started. So from my home town go

to Kalvaryyah Kar-rock-kov Raddool.

Dabrowa

Dabrowa. Yeah okay. Dabrawa Raddool

Zahmosh Karrashnistof Sheom and Wodz. In Wodz

we stayed few weeks because the Russian invaded or

liberated Wodz. And we went from Wodz to Lenburg

inaudible. In Lenburg we stayed until July or August

13 1940. At that time the Russian took us to Siberia

10 to the camp. In Siberia we lived on inaudible near

11 to the settlement of Pahnichsheevach. And we lived

12 there for 14 months until dont know November or

13 December 1941. And after that time we gotwe got

14 free. After the liberation from Siberia we went to

15 Karerash-stan and inaudible. We lived for few

16 weeks in the city of Chimkent and then we settled in

17 Monkent in kolhorse where worked about the end of

18 1942.

19 And the kolhorse is farm

20 Kolhorse is collective farm.

21 Okay.

22 Now from Mon-kent we went to Alex-avia

23 also kolhorse not far away from Bornay. And we

24 stayed for some time for many months. dont

25 remember exactly. And from there we went to Bornay.
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We settled in Bornay. And in Bor-nay worked in

warehouse where first started to steal the grain.

Yes as you told us.

And want to point out that before when

worked in Monkent also in warehouse with the grain

and then in Alexavia wasnt enough clever to steal

the grain.

You had the opportunity there but you

didnt--

10 Yeah had the opportunity but didnt

11 have the vice. Inaudible. Only when we finished all

12 the resources and after many years and there were no

13 other possibility to survive so then started. And

14 not only because we were inaudible people that we

15 worked there and that was the way we survived. Now

16 from Borriay they mobilize--because they mobilized us

17 to the Turk front to the working army. And they want

18 to send

19 End of tape three side one.

20 Tape three side two.

21 And she go on the market. And the first

22 people she go she asked was Polish people. She asked

23 about me so she met my roommate. Inaudible. So it

24 was lot of luck.

25 Do you remember how you met your wife
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How met her

Something went wrong with the tape here and

there are no audible voices only very scratchy sound.

And there is nothing else on side two of tape three.
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